
Little Belgrade City Guide
for workshop participants

Two or three days of staying in Belgrade are not enough to experience the city and what it can offer. Still, we 
have prepared a tiny blend of Belgrade’s sigths, culture, music, and food (in restarurants from early XIX, early 
XX, and early XXI century) that could have fit into the schedule of the scientific programme of the workshop. 

Workshop Site. The workshop site is the building of the faculties of sciences of the University of Belgrade. It is 
located in the very city centre and close to Kalemegdan fortress, and the rivers Danube and Sava. The workshop 
site is just 300m from the Knez Mihajlova street and the surrounding pedestrian zone, with a large number of 
impressive buildings and  mansions built  in XIX and XX century  in the style of neoclassicism,  academism, 
secession, and art-deco. Just 200m from the workshop site are remains of large Roman termes (built  in III 
centrury) and 100m away is Sheikh Mustapha's turbeh (Turkish mausoleum; erected in XVIII century over the 
tomb of this religious figure), to name just a few intersting sights that are nearby. 

Brief History of Belgrade. Belgrade, a city of very turbulent history, is one of the oldest cities in Europe. Its 
history lasts full 7000 years. The area around two great rivers, the Sava and the Danube has been inhabited as 
early as palaeolithic period. Remains of human bones and skulls of Neanderthals, found in Belgrade date back to 
the early Stone Age. The founding of Singidunum (the ancient name of Belgrade) is attributed to the Celtic tribe, 
the Scordiscs. Singidunum was mentioned for the first time in 279 B.C. The first part of the word - Singi - means 
"round" and  dunum means "fortress" or "town". The Romans conquered Belgrade in the beginning of the  I 
century A.D. and it has been under their rule for full four centuries. The Huns captured the town and completely 
destroyed it in 441. After the fall of the Huns, the town became a part of the Byzantine Empire in 454, but it was 
soon conquered by the Sarmatians,  and later the Eastern Goths. In  488,  it  became a Byzantine town again. 
Around 630,  the  Serbian  settlers  come  to  this  area.  The  town was  first  mentioned  under  the  Slavic  name 
Beograd (White Town - probably because of the walls made of white limestone) in 878. The Serbian rule over 
Belgrade began in 1284. but during some periods it was under Hungarians again. After almost a century of 
resisted sieges and attacks, Belgrade fell to Turks’s rule in 1521. The town, getting more and more oriental look, 
counted in XVII population of 100000 and was the second-largest town in the Empire, right after Istanbul. The 
Austrians conquered Belgrade in 1688. When in 1739 it was captured again by the Turks, it was exposed to a 
heavy destruction. After two Serbian insurrections (started in 1804 in 1815) and the period of weaking of their 
power in Serbia, the Turks left Belgrade for good in 1867. In World War I, the Austrian army conquered the city 
in October 1915. The Serbian army and parts of the Allies’ army liberated Belgrade in  1918. During WWI, 
Serbia lost  28% of its  whole population, while  Belgrade was the most  destroyed town in Serbia.  After  the 
liberation, Belgrade became the capital of the newly-created Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (later 
called Yugoslavia). In April 1941, Belgrade became the target of a terrible destruction by German air force. 
Belgrade also had to undergo losses in the Allies' bombing, especially in 1944. During World War II Belgrade 
lost about 50000 citizens and suffered inestimable damage. Belgrade was liberated by the units of the National 
Liberation Army of Yugoslavia and the Red Army on October 20, 1944. The monarchy in Yugoslavia was 
abolished in 1945 when the communist rule of Josip Broz Tito started. Thanks to a specific policy of Yugoslavia, 
Belgrade became an important international, political, cultural, sports, and economic center, linking East and 
West, North and South. Many unsolved national problems led to disintegration of Yugoslavia in 1991 and since 
2006, the Republic of Serbia is independent state with Belgrade as its capital.
   



Briefly  About Modern Belgrade.  Belgrade is the capital and the largest city of Serbia. The city lies at the 
confluence of Sava and Danube rivers. With a population of almost two million, Belgrade is the third largest city 
in Southeastern Europe. The architecture of Belgrade is a mirror of different  cultural and historical  periods, 
influences  and  styles:  from old  Oriental  influences,  across  baroque  architecture,  secession,  academism and 
neoclassicism, socialist and industrial features from post WW2 period, to modern architecture and layout of New 
Belgrade with wide boulevards. Knez Mihajlova Street is the main walking street in Belgrade. It is a pedestrian 
zone, protected by law as one of the most valuable monumental  complexes  of the city.  Belgrade has many 
beautiful parks and the biggest one is Kalemegdan, with an old fortress, comprising remains from Ancient and 
Byzantine  times to Turkish and Austro–Ugrian  periods.  Belgrade  has  more than 20 theatres  and two opera 
houses and it is home to a number of film, theater, and music festivals. There are many excellent restaurants, 
cafés and pubs, and British Times proclaimed Belgrade as Europe’s best nightlife city. 

Serbian Alphabet.  Serbian is a South Slavic language. Both Latin and Cyrillic alphabets are used to write 
Serbian. Serbian is an example of synchronic digraphia. The orthography, introduced by the language reform led 
by Vuk Karadžić in mid XIX century, is very consistent: it is an approximation of the principle “one letter per 
sound”. The following table gives 30 letters used in Serbian, both in Cyrillic and in Latin alphabet.

А а
A a

Б б
B  b

В в
V v

Г г
G g

Д д
D d

Ђ ђ
Đ đ

Е е
E e

Ж ж
Ž ž

З з
Z z

И и
I i

Ј ј
J j

К к
K k

Л л
L l

Љ љ
Lj lj

М м
M m

Н н
N n

Њ њ
Nj nj

О о
O o

П п
P p

Р р
R r

С с
S s

Т т
T t

Ћ ћ
Ć ć

У у
U u

Ф ф
F f

Х х
H h

Ц ц
C c

Ч ч
Č č

Џ џ
Dždž

Ш ш
Š š



Crowning of Tzar Dusan (awarded 
by a golden medal on the World 

Exhibition in Paris in 1900) [Stefan 
Uros IV Dusan (1308–1355), was 

crowned as Serbia’s Emperor 
(Tsar) in 1345.]

House of the Serbian Academy of 
Sciences and Arts (SANU) in Knez 

Mihajlova Street

Kalemegdan park

A fragment of Kalemegdan 
complex

Retrospective Exibition of Paintings of Paja Jovanovic (Paul 
Joanowitch)

Pavle "Paja"  Jovanović (1859–1957),  a  representative of academism, is 
one  of  the  greatest  Serbia’s  painters.  His  works  mainly  fall  into  three 
categories:  paintings  made  during  his  travelling  through  Caucasus, 
Morocco, Egypt, Greece, Turkey, Italy, and Spain; his portaits of members 
of  royal  families,  significant  scientists  and  artists,  and  monumental, 
historical  compositions.  His  most  famous  and  recognizable  paintings 
include Serbian Migrations, Crowning of Tsar Dusan, Takovo Uprising, 
Cockfighting, Decorating of  the Bride,  and Fencing.  His works can  be 
found in many museums across Europe. The exibition presents paintings 
and drawings made along five decades. 

The exibition is given in the Gallery of the Serbian Academy of Sciences 
and Arts (SANU) in Knez Mihajlova street.

Knez Mihajlova Street

Knez  Mihajlova  Street,  pedestrian  precinct  and  main  city  street,  now 
protected by law, is one of the oldest and most valuable city environments, 
with a whole range of impressive buildings and town houses which sprung 
up at the end of the 1880's. It is generally believed that as early as Roman 
times this was the centre of the settlement of Singidunum, while during 
Turkish rule the streets went through the gardens, fountains and mosques 
that  stood  in  this  part  of  town.  Today it  is  the  main  business  area  of 
Belgrade and the headquarters of many national institutions (such as the 
Serbian  Academy  of  Science  and  Arts,  Belgrade  City  Library  and  the 
Belgrade Cultural Centre).

Kalemegdan Park and Fortress

Kalemegdan  is  the  core  and  the  oldest  section  of  the  urban  area  of 
Belgrade  and  for  centuries  the  city  population  was  concentrated  only 
within the walls of the fortress, thus its history, until most recent history, 
equals the history of Belgrade itself. The name Kalemegdan derives from 
two Turkish words,  kale (fortress)  and megdan (battleground) (literally, 
"battlefield fortress").
Kalemegdan fortress is the most important cultural-historical complex in 
the  city,  standing  above  the  Sava-Danube  confluence.  Since  its 
construction  the  Belgrade  fortress  has  been  constantly  attacked  and 
defended, destroyed and renovated. Chronicles trace a history of about 40 
to 60 devastations of the fortress. 
The landscaping of the wide plateau around the fortress was begun on the 
order of Prince Mihailo Obrenovic after the fortress had been handed over 
from the Turks to the Serbs in 1867. and it  was converted into a park in 
the 1880's. Today, Kalemegdan park is the largest and loveliest park in 
Belgrade with an area of 52 hectares. There is a number of monuments, 
Sahat Tower, the Military Museum, the statue of Belgrade Victor, the Zoo.



Restaurant „?“

Restaurant „Jevrem“

Restaurant „LittleBay“

Restaurant „Golden Jug“

Dinner on January 28, 2010:

Restaurant „?“ (Question Mark) 
Kralja Petra I 6

This is the oldest restaurant in Belgrade. The building that houses it was 
built  in  1823,  and  it  turned  into  a  restaurant  in  1826.  Its  names  were 
„Ecim-Toma’s Inn“, „At Sheperd’s“ and in 1892. it was named „At the 
Cathedral Church“. However, the Church authorities objected and so the 
owner put „?“ as its  temporary solution, that survived until today. Over 
decades,  the  restaurant  was  a  meeting  place  of  Belgrade’s  journalists, 
writers,  and  students  and  professors.  In  the  immediate  vicinity of  the 
restarurants are the Cathedral  Church, the seat of the Serbian Orthodox 
Church, and The Princess Ljubica’s mansion (from early XIX century). 
The restaurant serves traditional Serbian and the Balkans food.

Lunch on January 29 and on January 30, 2010:

Restauran „Jevrem“
Gospodar Jevremova 36

The restaurant serves national Serbian food. It is decorated in the style of 
Belgrade’s houses and restaurants of 20’s and 30’s of XX century.

Dinner on January 29, 2010:

Restaurant „Little Bay“
Disitejeva 9a

The restaurant is a member of the family of Little Bay restaurants (four 
others are in London). It  offers European cuisine. The decoration of its 
parts resembles the style of nineteen century theatars and opera houses. 
Often live chamber classical music and opera performaces are given. 

Dinner on January 30, 2010:

Restaurant „Golden Jug“, Skadarlija 
Skadarska 9

Cobble-stoned  Skadarlija,  the  old  Bohemian  quarter  of  Belgrade  with 
happy, ebullient, creative atmosphere grew up in the first half of the 19th 
century. Many famous writer, actors, painters and journalists once lived in 
Skadarlija and many locals and foreigners „spent their best days here - by 
night.“ Skadarlija today hosts a number of restaurants, art galleries, and 
souvenir shops all of which strive to preserve the atmosphere of Belgrade's 
old times and bohemian traditions from the early 19th century. 
The  restaurant  „Golden  Jug“  is  one  of  the  oldest  and  most  popular 
restaurants  in  Skadarlija.  It  serves  traditional  Serbian  and  the  Balkans 
food. Usually, as in other restaurants in Skadarlija, live old-city music is 
played.
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